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CERT NIC.LV
We are former LATNET CERT

- Established in summer 2006
- Part of IMCS UL, LATNET laboratory, Latvian NREN
- Status “listed” in Trusted Introducer
- Constituency – LATNET customers – academic, commercial
New name – CERT NIC.LV

- Many internal changes
- Now CERT is under umbrella of ccTLD .LV, IMCS UL
- Society expects involvement of TLD registry
  - Requests to close domains on basis of incidents
  - Even if closed, it takes time to propagate info
- Examples from other countries
CERT NIC.LV

- Strategy - not to close domains, but to help solving problems
- Constituency
  - The old one (academic network)
  - MIL LV CERT
  - Other Latvian constituencies willing to cooperate
- TI accreditation candidate
- Will be FIRST member
CERT NIC.LV Team

Consists of:
• Team leader
• Senior technical expert
• 2 x technical experts
• Communication manager
• Legal expert
• Other colleagues from NIC & SigmaNet
Incidents

- There are 15-20 incidents per day.
  SPAM reports – 80%
  Port scan – 5%
  Phishing – 5%
  Botnet – 5%
  Copyright – 5%
Welcome to the CERT NIC.LV webpage!
CERT NIC.LV is providing security services and incident response for IMCS UL constituency, both academic and commercial customers.

Here you can find out more about us and our constituency, as well as our contact details.
The CERT NIC.LV description has been published based on RFC2359 - Expectations for Computer Security Incident Response.

Contact information
Address: Raima bulvāris 29, Riga, LV-1459
Phone: +371 67085888
Fax: +371 67225072
WWW: http://cert.nic.lv
Email: cert@nic.lv

News
The 24th TF-CSIRT meeting will be held on 13-14 May 2008 at the University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway. The meeting will be jointly hosted by Uo CERT and Uninet CERT.


Everybody interested in the questions about Internet security was welcomed to take a part in the open lecture by Dr. Steve Crocker in Riga.
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Plans and collaboration
Enlarge constituency

• Free services for Latvian internet users
• Cooperation agreements
  – What services we offer
  – What responses we expect
  – Confidentiality
• To improve general situation in the country
Services

- Human networking
- Representation of the constituency
- Receiving and analysis of the reports
  - Understanding reports
  - Consolidate similar
  - Define seriousness
Services II

- Netflow analysis

Planned this year:
- Network sensors
- HoneyPot
Services III

- Technical expertise
- Statistics about incidents
- Help to establish new CERT/CSIRT teams
LV-CERT Initiative
**LV-CERT Activities**

- Exchange of contact info
- Awareness raising
- Cooperation on incident handling and prevention
- Exchange of experience in meetings and seminars
- Mailinglist, website
Thank you!

http://cert.nic.lv/
cert@nic.lv